CREATING SOLUTIONS
For dosing, handling, distribution and loading.

www.procys.eu

«TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS THAT MEET YOUR NEEDS»

PROCYS develops, designs and builds tailor-made automated equipment for the food industry.
Today’s consumers are looking for real ‘home-made’ products and so taste and appearance are the key factors in industrial food
production.
PROCYS specializes in the entire process for biscuits, pastry, bakery, confectionery, from the moment they leave the production system
(oven, deep fryers, moulds) through to the packaging process.
PROCYS adapts its solutions to the client’s expectations in order to ensure that the final product meets production specifications and project
requirements.
From the beginning of your project, we work with you to meet your specific needs, using our well-established principles and modules, and
provide a customized solution that is reliable, simple and appropriate to your performance expectations.
PROCYS team is ready and able to meet the most exacting specifications with new and innovative solutions.
Our company offers a R&D service and original solutions that will resolve production problems for which there are currently no standard
systems.
Aware that control of procedures, costs and technology and hygiene and ergonomic standards are key issues in the food industry, PROCYS
offers integral systems that take into account all potential difficulties in the development of high performance and technically advanced
equipment that meets your needs.

HANDLING

BISCUITS

A young and dynamic company
with a solid financial structure
and sound business experience
acquired in France and overseas.

For many years, the PROCYS
team has designed, built and
installed production lines for the
food industry.

BAKERY

DISTRIBUTION

With this solid experience, you
can be sure that PROCYS is the
right company for the success
of your future development
projects.

MACARONS

DOSING / INJECTION

PASTRY

LOADING

CONFECTIONARY

Innovation Procys :
Printing without contact on foods with natural inks

Innovation & trend
Product customization is currently very trendy, but the ability to carry it out industrially is innovative. Our system allows
changing the image, the text or the production instantaneously without any mechanical tooling (controlled exclusively by
software). We offer a flexible and scalable system, which can be moved on several lines.
Differentiation through food printing
There are many applications possible, including customization for direct-to-consumer advertising or to deliver a message, to
highlight the brand name or simply for fun etc.

Our fields of competence
You wish to make a product with industrial scale, we help you to realize your project… We create tailor-made solutions by developing your production tool.
Processing solutions : depositing & dosing, capper (sandwiching machines), injection...
Handling solutions : conveying, buffers, distribution, loading, indexing...

Contacts
Philippe CARABIN
CEO
philippe.carabin@procys.eu

Bernard CLAVIER
Production Manager
bernard.clavier@procys.eu

Laëtitia PEIGNET
Area Sales Manager
laetitia.peignet@procys.eu

Nathalie COISNON
Commercial Assistant & Accounts
nathalie.coisnon@procys.eu

Alexandre CARABIN
Purchasing and After sales Service
alexandre.carabin@procys.eu
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création :

Procys provides a printing system to integrate on production line, which allows to print on products in monochrome or
bicolour, with natural food inks.

